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Well I have finally completed
my first year as Editor!

As Maurice told me when I
took on the role, its easy as
long as you have the sup-
port of the membership,
Fortunatly I have and this
packed edition is a credit to
that.

Thank you to all those who
have written and pho-
tographed for the journal
over the past year without
you there wouldn’t be one.

Dave Meredith has organ-
ized what promises to be an
action packed trip to North
Wales for the August bank
holiday, Including a trip
down the spectacular Milwar
Tunnel.  A trip not to be
missed.

Hidden Earth is coming to
Mendip this year.  Full
details are in the brochure
included with this journal.
Undoubtedly the Wessex will
play a major part in running
and supporting the national
conference.  Well done to all
those involved.

Enjoy what remains of the
summer!

Jonathan

Cover
Picture

John “Tommo” Thomas 
in Crackpot Cave, N. Yorks.

Photo: J. Williams

Next Journal

Deadline for the next journal
will be 20th October 2005.

The next issue already looks
packed;

Part 2 of Mike Thomas’
adventures in the Seoubio.

A report on Caving in
Panama by James Cobbet,
a country previously thought
to contain no caves!

Also Phil Hendy provides a
complete guide to the caves
of Ebbor Gorge.

All journal contributions to 
editor@wessex-cave-
club.org
8 Barrington Place, Shepton
Mallet, Somerset. BA4 5GH.
01749 346299
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Club News

BCRC Weekend

The 2 & 3rd July saw  the
BCRC conference come to
Priddy.  A large marquee was
placed in Eastwater field to
host a weekend of events
based around cave rescue. 
Delegates  took part in above
and underground workshops
covering all aspects of mod-
ern cave rescue.  
Saturdays events culminated
in a Rescue Race followed
by a Pig Roast and stomp.

Wessex ladies team completing the Rescue Race at the BCRC Conference
Photo. J. Williams

WCC v BEC Cricket Match

The annual BEC v WCC
cricket match took place on
6th August.  With only 2
BEC members in attendance
no-one was really sure who
won!  
Members enjoyed a BBQ
and barrel after the event.

Paul Dolphin

It is my sad duty to report
the death of Paul Dolphin.  A
club Vice-President, Paul
passed away aged 89.

A full tribute to Paul appears
on page 84 of this journal.

Other News

Bad air has been reported
from parts of Swildon's Hole,
although the stream contin-
ues to flow.  Recent rain has
sent flood pulses down

Priddy Green Sink, but
rather than clean out
Sump IV, they appear to
make matters worse.

Nigel Taylor of the BEC
was recently doing some
landscaping in the garden
of Graham and Chrissie
Price (Cerberus) with his
mini-digger, when he
uncovered a rift which took
water from a hosepipe.
This discovery was fea-
tured in the local press
and TV news. It is not yet
known whether or not the
rift leads into a cave.
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Paul Dolphin, a Vice President of the Wessex Cave Club, sadly passed away five days before
his 90th birthday in Weston Super Mare Hospital in May. In recent years, Paul, a widower, had
been living at Langford Court Lodge, very close to Burrington Combe, and it was there in late
2002 that Dave Irwin and I had a chat with him about his early caving days.

Born in Abergavenny, he moved to Bristol in the 1930s to work at the Bristol Aeroplane
Company, where he met Colin Lowe and Norman Paddock. The three teamed up to explore
the Mendip caves in 1937, and in April the following year Paul joined the Wessex. He was
also for a time a member of Gerard Platten's Mendip Exploration Society. His first caving trip
was down through the Eastwater boulder ruckle using a hand held motorcycle lamp complete
with accumulator battery, and the trio soon got to know this cave very well. They speculated
that there should be an alternative to the Twin Verticals route to the bottom of the cave, and
after removing a few boulders in a side passage, they broke into the chimney and pot which
now bears his name. The discovery did indeed provide a new route to the bottom, via Harris's
Passage. 

Paul had experimented with "banger" explosive before the war and after 1940 he managed to
obtain gelignite from the Bristol Aeroplane Company Home Guard unit in which he was a
machine gunner. He recalled using bang in Lamb Leer in the early 1940s to assist an Aubrey
Glennie dig off Great Chamber. The gelignite was stuffed into a cylindrical carbide tin, and the
resulting bang set off a major reverberation in the chamber which caused small pieces to fall
from the roof. Although in a reserved occupation, he joined the RAF later in the war.

After demobilisation, he resumed exploration work in Eastwater, and in 1947 attempted to
open up the approach to Primrose Pot. There was no room to drill shotholes and so instead
it was decided to use intense heat to crack the ceiling. Together with Paddock and Lowe, he
laid a large Thermite charge beneath the roof with a flash powder accelerator, firing the
charge from the safety of the First Rift Chamber. The team heard a crackling and bubbling
sound and then a dense white fog started filling the passages. They raced for the entrance
where a plume of smoke rose up out of the depression. Needless to say, little damage was
done to the rock! 

Paul also dug in Hillgrove Swallet and helped in the opening up of Cuckoo Cleeves in 1947.
The latter site had been pointed out to cavers by Bert Russell, a former worker at the St.
Cuthbert's lead smelting plant. This practice of encouraging locals to recount tales of holes
opening up, water sinking etc. was termed "gaffer hunting". In 1948 farmer George
Dallimore of Ore's Close Farm told them that a stream sank underground in a depression
near the farm after heavy rain on Pen Hill. The trio of Dolphin, Paddock and Lowe entered
the cave - Dallimore's Cave -  after 3 or 4 weekends' spadework with no bang needed.
At about this time, he began to take an interest in South Wales, later joining the newly
formed South Wales Caving Club. He was particularly proud of having opened up the clas-
sic Welsh pothole, Pwll Dwfn, and he also dug for over 10 years in "Wiggy Wiggy" - Waun
Fignen Felin - reaching a depth of nearly 15 metres. Paul had first become interested in
cave diving on Mendip (there is a photo of him working an air pump for Jack Lander in
Priddy Mineries Pool in Martyn Farr's book "The Darkness Beckons") but it was in South
Wales that he joined Graham Balcombe's group, trying out an ex-Navy shallow water, one
piece diving suit. He remembers diving at a site near White Lady Cave where he had a nar-
row escape when he fell down a deep underwater pot. He was fortunate enough to enter
OFD on the day after its discovery after being alerted by Hywel Murrell, and he allowed

Tribute to Paul Dolphin
Rich Witcombe
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We were all sat in St Privat Easter 2004  when some bright spark looked up and suggested
that we go to the Dordogne for Easter 2005 as most of the party had never been there. Me
thinking that this would get me an easier Easter holiday was one of the first to agree.

The decision was made to go to the Dordogne, now who was coming this year ? Because we
were quite sure that we could arrange accommodation we ended up with 16 people, the most
ever on an Easter trip.

As holiday grew nearer it became time to arrange the accommodation and as usual Andy Kay
had very generously offered to help. Because of my incompetence with the French language
I duly passed on the information to Andy and a day or two after he received it he was called
back to work ! The best laid plans instantly fell apart. Enter our saviour Mr Westlake. Clive
took over the accommodation problem and in his own ruthlessly efficient style sorted it . 

Accommodation arranged, boats booked, it was time to travel. This year we had a secret
weapon in the car, a satellite navigation device. Now put a dwarf in a car with a sat nav and
you are in for a laugh, but that's another story.

Bob ( Dr Jo ), Suntan and Niknak travelled out a day early. Jon Williams, Geoff Ballard,  Russ
Brooks, Jon Beal, Andy Judd, Clive Westlake, Neil Rushdon ( NPC), Colin Shapter, and his
fiancée, Pete Hann, Nigel Graham, Andy Chell and myself all duly arrived on the camp site.
Those who had arrived a day early had already been off caving before our arrival.

The first day dawned, people were up and keen, several were going diving. Bob, Niknak,
Suntan, Colin, Pete, Nigel and myself decided to descend a cave called Igue des Combettes,
which is a known feeder to one of the huge resurgences of the area. The cave was found with-
out to much trouble, it starts with a steeply sloping depression followed by two short 4-5 metre
drops into a small chamber, then a grand 40m pitch with one re-belay about 10m from the
floor a small hole was passed. Rigged excellently by Suntan, to gain the stream passage. The
streamway was similar to Swildons in size with a few cascades that needed rigging and was

Flash Guns, what flash guns. 
Lot, Easter 05

Malc Foyle

Colin Lowe to stand on his shoulders (he was a very tall man) to enter Lowe's Passage.

In 1957 he acted as Bristol Corporation co-ordinator for the re-opening of Pen Park Hole, a
cave and mine in the Southmead suburbs first recorded in the 18th century. The site was
dug by Wessex, BEC and UBSS members, and on the day of the breakthrough Paul was
told to keep the diggers out of the cave until various Bristol dignitaries had arrived. They
were late and Paul decided to allow the cavers to look around. When the official party
turned up a few minutes later, Mary Hazleton, the cave biologist, was furious as she had
been hoping to examine a cave environment untouched for 200 years.

Later in 1957, Paul left Britain to work in Uganda, and his active caving came to a end. On
retirement he moved to Langford Court Lodge, where he was always pleased to see cavers
and yarn about Mendip and South Wales. He was modest about his own achievements, but
it is clear that he was an energetic and inspiring caver in his younger days. With his passing
goes one of our last links with the pioneering era of pre-war caving.

First Printed in Descent 183
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followed a couple of hundred metres to the down stream sump  which the French seem to be
trying to bang the top off. A return was made looking at the upstream sump on rout and what
a sump. At the pitch we had to wait for a while to let a French group who were also in the cave
exit, an uneventful exit was made by us all after about 4 hours. A good first day. Back at the
camp site that night a tentative plan was drawn up for the following day to visit a cave called
Gouffre du Saut de la Pucelle, because the weather was pretty stable and the Pucelle is very
weather dependant.

Sunday dawned and the weather was OK, I made a quick trip to the entrance to check the
water levels
which, were
about normal. All
16 of the group
including even
the most ardent
divers sampled
the delights of
the Pucelle.
Pucelle is one of
the most enjoy-
able caving trips I
have done. It
consists of pri-
marily a 3 km
streamway and
has several short
pitches and
loads of deep
pools and water
shoots, all in all
just about every-
thing you need to
have the most
enjoyable caving
trip but, as I have
mentioned you
need to watch
the weather. The
French cave res-
cue have numer-
ous calls each
year from the
Pucelle. Most of
us wore wet suits
for the trip as you
are in the water
nearly all the
time. Being in
that amount of
water for a sus-
tained period of
time is quite
energy sapping

Grotte Foissac
Photo: P. Hann
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as some of the party found out to their cost and seeing even Niknak and Suntan getting leg
cramps after the trip made me feel a whole lot better. One other thing we did not quite get to
the end of the streamway because yours truly forgot about the last pitch (opps) so we've got
to go and do it again (what a shame). From memory tackle needed is 9 ladders, 4-6 tethers,
6-8 slings, 12-15 hangers and millons and various krabs and life-lines are optional because
the largest pitch is only about 8 metres we carried one short travelling line with us. Depending
on the party you may be able to reduce the No. of ladders because a couple of the pitches
are possibly free climbable. By the way Hon Ed only got about half way down the streamway.
He said he had to exit because he got to cold even in 14 degree water ( poof ). The dwarf
went a lot further than that and he can't swim a stroke, mind you its good fun getting him
through the deep bits. 

The following day saw a broken dwarf wandering around the camp site not wanting to have
much exercise, so diving was the order of the day. The conditions were looking good so we
opted to go to the Ressel which I've no doubt that you've all hard of because it's possibly one
the best known cave diving sites in Europe. Diving that day were Jon W, Geoff, Andy, Niknak,
Suntan, Bob alias Jo Wisely, Neil and myself. Everybody enjoyed themselves in this classic
site on dives upto about 400 metres from the entrance even though the conditions looked
good, there was a large volume of water flowing through the Ressel and it was like swimming
into a force 10 gale, what normally takes me 18 to 20 minutes to swim took me 31 today
because of the flow. 

One of the caves we had talked about having a look at long before we organised this trip was
a cave called Event des Jonquilles, it is in a wood just south of Brive. Tuesday morning saw
Clive, Neil, Bob, Andy, Geoff, Niknak, Nigel, Colin, Pete and myself wandering around this
wood looking for a dustbin lid which was the entrance to the dug way in. Suntan found it with-
out to much effort so in a relatively short time for finding a cave which we had never descend-
ed we were all kitted and waiting at the entrance while super rigger Niknak took the lead ( I
like having all these young keen types along. It means I do less work). The cave starts as a
3m pitch through metal tubes which could have been a bit bigger into a little chamber, then a
40m pitch with on rebelay and one deviation, landing in a large fossil passage. Standing at
the base of the pitch looking out we turned right and started wandering along this large well
decorated passage. We carried on for several hundred metres until we met some of the oth-
ers coming back, we had made our way back towards the old entrance which apparently was
a horrible flat out crawl for quite some distance, hence the dug entrance.

We back tracked past the bottom of the pitch and carried on still in the same ample sized well
decorated muddy floored passage. The fossil passage must have gone on for the best part of
a kilometre past the bottom of the pitch when finally we hard the roar of the stream. We found
the climb down into what was a river and quite a large one at that and startd up stream. I only
went 50 -100 metres up stream because I had twisted my knee quite badly in the Pucelle a
couple of days before Bob stayed to look after me (bless) while Clive, Neil, Geoff and Andy
carried on the 1.5 - 2 kilometres to the sump. Bob and I climbed out of the river and went back
to look for Niknak and Pete who had laddered a pitch further back to try and get to the stream.
We found Niknak and Pete coming back up the pitch and commenting about just haw much
water was flowing in the cave. The dwarf was a bit concerned because he had tried to take
refuge in an alcove and was physically being washed down stream and bear in mind he can't
swim. We all made an uneventful exit. Clive was enthusing about the streamway and the pho-
tographs he had taken and the dwarf was on about having to go back with his camera to pho-
tograph the fossil passage because the plonker had left his flash guns at home (ha ha).  Time
for a beer.

Wednesday I was due to go and visit a friend who had moved to the area 3 years before. Bob
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and I decided to take Suntan and Niknak for a training dive in the Fountain du Truffe before I
disappeared for the day. The Truffe is a fantastically clear site with a couple of relatively short
very scenic sumps, just right to help build your confidence and have an enjoyable dive. Pete
and Nigel came along because after the dive they along with the other three and Clive were
going to descend the Igue de St - Sol. St - Sol has an 80 metre entrance pitch that drops you
into a railway tunnel sized passage with some very fine formations. At the down stream end
you come to a door which joins the La Cave show cave, but I'm afraid the only way out is back
up the pitch, again the photographers were at work.

Thursday morning dawned very early for me in the hut I was sharing with Bob, Niknak and
Suntan, because they had to leave at 5am to return to the UK to attend Kate's wedding. The
day eventually got going with most of the lads opting to go diving. Pete, Colin, Nigel and
myself rummaged through our information and decided to have a look at a cave called Igue
du Drapeau. We loaded up the Land Rover and set off to find Drapeau. Once again we found
the cave quite easily considering it was in the middle of a wood miles from anywhere sur-
rounded by a lot of other caves. Drapeau consists of a 35m pitch with only a deviation to put
in on the way down, which is really quite a good shaft followed by only about 100m of well
decorated passage. Pete photographed the shaft and the well decorated passage. One of the
reasons for travelling to the Drapeau was to have a bit of a look around the area because as

Jo Wisely in Igue des Combettes.
Photo: P. Hann
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I have said there are a lot of caves in the area. After lunch we had a tour around and located
some of the other caves in the area before making our way back to Gramat.

The last caving day and today's plan was to have a look at La Grotte Foissac. Foissac is a
show cave with several Kilometres of passage beyond the tourist bit. Niknak had been told
about the cave and Clive had taken up the gauntlet and arranged access. Clive, Neil, Russ,
Colin ,Nigel, Pete and myself  entered through a large stainless steel door down a concrete
ringed shaft of about 3 metres. Again this part of the cave had been dug into to avoid a hor-
rendous series of crawls and squeezes ( Mrs Moody take note !! ) Once in the cave we quick-
ly found our way to the streamway and proceeded up stream. As the other two stream caves
we had looked at, the stream passage was a very good quality. We went upstream until we
found some dig sites indicating the end of the upstream section. Reversing our direction we
headed down stream knowing there was in excess of 2 kilometres of passage to look at. We
followed Neil down stream until were flat out in water in a fairly small passage ( lost, can't trust
Northerners ) back tracking we found the right way on which was a passage of large dimen-
sions. This led us out of the stream and into some large very well decorated chambers. We
followed the dry passages and they just kept going and going but, no stream was regained.
You've guessed it we were misplaced again. Clive who was the grown up and had read the
description reckoned we were in a part of the cave described as being 700 metres of unin-
spiring passages to yet another low horrible section. We kept going and yes we eventually
found the aforementioned crawl but, as for the uninspiring passage. The whole length was
stuffed with formations. I wish we had uninspiring passage like this in Britain.       

We returned to one of the large well decorated chambers where we could hear the stream
and eventually after a bit of dodgy climbing ( cheers Russ ) we found an easy way back into
the stream and all went romping off down over one and a half kilometres of very fine passage.
Now with both Clive and Pete in a well decorated cave like this do you think we got away with-
out any photography? Not a chance but, credit where credits due they were both very efficient
and got some good results. Pete was happy because he could share Clive's flashguns. A fine
trip was had by all and we would to pass on our thanks to the owners of Foisac for allowing
us access.

Another Easter trip comes to a close. A good time was had by all. Diving accounts will hope-
fully be written up for the comic by the participants. So much for going to the Dordogne - Lot
for an easy week. Jo Wisely is referred to as Bob because when our Easter trips started 19
years ago they were conceived as lads only and were religiously kept that way for years. Until
Jo persuaded Mike I believe to include her in one of the Herault trips a few years ago. We had
to adopt her as a honouree lad hence the name Bob and Jo is now a regular participant in the
Easter trips.
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Since August 2002 a small group of Wessex-Cave Diving Group members have been system-
atically pushing and exploring the Calaven De La Seoubio in the Herualt. On our first trip Phil
Short visited the end of the upstream sumps passing a committing squeeze on the way, to
promptly start laying new line and exploring for 80 metres. The same day, after Phil's dive, I
started looking at the choke at the end of the 20-metre long downstream Sump one. After a
little digging this
started to look like
a promising site.
Three days later
we were back
with a little help - I
had managed to
persuade Dr Jo
Wisely that dig-
ging underwater
chokes was a
good idea. Phil
was returning
upstream on one
of his infamous
solo trips.  He
succeeded in lay-
ing another 60
meters of line.
The challenge
was on down-
stream! Jo and I
did the best part
of two hours of
digging to break
through the
choke. I had three
attempts to get
through; the first
two resulted in a
stuck diver
removing his har-
ness to get back
out. On the third
attempt with my
heart in my mouth
and some moral
support from Phil
and Jo I surfaced
for the first time in
Seoubio 2, 100
metres of walking
size cave was

The Right Stuff
Beyond the Sumps in the Seoubio - Part 1 

Michael Thomas with Andy Judd & Jon Beal

Jon Beal in Seoubio 6
Photo: M. Thomas
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discovered down to Sump 2. The Squeeze in the downstream sump was named Cleavage
Squeeze in honor of one divers great SRT display in a bikini! 

The following Easter we returned to the cave and although the weather was not always in our
favor we made some more progress. For the first dive of the trip Phil went upstream solo and
I went downstream, also solo. Phil put in a further 30 metres of line and I returned to digging!
The choke was well and truly shut again; another two hours had me back to the start of Sump
2 where 10 meters of line was laid with no fins and one cylinder. The following day both Phil
and I went downstream and l laid 55 metres of line in Sump 2. For the final dive of the trip we
were joined by Jon Williams and Jo Wisely again. Phil upstream supported by Jon put in
another 50 metres of line and myself and Jo succeeded in passing the 135-metre Sump 2 to
discover a short piece of passage to Sump 3. 

Over a year passed before I returned to the Seoubio, this time with Andy Judd in August 2004.
I can't say I was especially pleased with the thought of doing battle with Cleavage squeeze
once again but Andy seemed keen! The choke was once again dug open, but this time some-
thing monumental happened, we removed two huge boulders from the center of the choke
and with some effort repositioned them. This made the choke somewhat easier to get through.
Over two more dives we explored and passed Sump 3, 55 metres long, and Sump 4, 95
metres long, to find a large piece of passage leading up to Sump 5. I reached Sump 5 first,
then returned to dive base in Seoubio 2. Andy then took the bit between his teeth and set off
to push Sump 5 on what was our last dive of this trip here.                

Andy Judd
Years of following Malc Foyle and Mike Thomas around France were finally going to pay off.
I sat alone in front of a sump of my very own quite a long way from home. Still here I was, a
finely tuned cave explorer. One final check of the snow card insurance letting me know I was
not covered for original exploration and off I went. All of 60 seconds later I had glided through
this short virgin sump before surfacing. Wearing Mike's kit gave the whole view a strange per-
spective. Peering between the waist and chest straps of his gear it was obvious to me there
was a climb to the left of a sump some 30 metres away. Feeling strangely alone, a quick return
to dive base and insured parts of the cave seemed like a good idea! Now if I hadn't been so
short and stuck in someone else's dive kit I may have spotted the 1.5 km of passage over my
left shoulder. But then Malc has never sent me away un-insured!   

So now we return to the latest trip that took place in May 2005, the team included, Andy Judd,
Jon Beal, Laura Trowbridge and myself. We were also joined on a few occasions by Frank
Vasseur a local cave diver, who apart from being an exceptional explorer, was rather annoy-
ingly good looking! Frank had pushed the upstream end of the Seoubio some ten years pre-
viously and was keen to see what we had found to date downstream.   

DATE: 1-5-2005
DIVERS: M Thomas, A Judd, J Beal, F Vasseur

Yet again a large selection of diving gear and digging kit (including another Wessex kitchen
utensil, that has been replaced due to it being lost in action!) was lowered down into the main
chamber. Andy and Jon were dispatched to inspect Cleavage Squeeze and start digging it
open. While I sat and supervised with Frank!  After about thirty minutes Andy returned to say
the choke was open and passable. I didn't believe a word of this, so I was forced into the water
with one cylinder and then promptly swam straight through to Seoubio 2, surfacing in disbe-
lief. It looks like the two huge boulders that were removed last year had stopped the choke
from filling in during the winter rains, although Frank did say that this winter had been very dry
in the Herault. After we all did some comfort digging I returned to collect Frank and take him
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down to Sump 2 so he could dive and photograph the bone yard. So far our new companion
was reasonably impressed with our efforts! At the end of the day we introduced Jon to the
delights of pitch hauling empty cylinders.      

DATE: 2-5-2005
DIVERS: M Thomas, A Judd, J Beal, L Trowbridge

Our plan today was for all of us to go to the current limit of the cave and for Jon to dive Sump
6 last seen by Andy in August last year. We all dived through Sump 1 with no problems but
on minimal kit and the remaining dive gear was passed up through the choke into Seoubio 2.
This was the first time more than one fully equipped diver has been at the dive base in
Seoubio 2. Jon and I left for the end first, followed a short while later by Andy and Laura. On
arriving at Sump 5 this was found to have a small air space through the sump. Both of us
dived through into 6. Now the confusion started!  Both Jon and I expected to see a sump after
30m but after 60m or so in large passage we had not seen a sump or anything that looked
like a sump!  We had walked up a small mud ramp on the left into large ongoing passage! I
was still very confused, so I left Jon and dumped my heavy cylinders and continued on alone.
After approximately another 250 metres I was now convinced that I was in new cave! I
stopped exploring at another sump looking object and then returned to Jon. By now Jon had

Andy Judd at the Lakes in Seoubio 6 
Photo: M. Thomas
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been joined by Andy and Laura, On my return Andy was trying to explain to Jon how he had
mistaken a puddle for a sump and missed a 6 metre wide 10 metre high passage on his left!

We all now dumped our kit and carried Jon's equipment back to the pool I had just stopped
at. While Jon was preparing to dive the new Sump 6, Andy suggested that Laura swim out
and check that this sump is a sump! Laura promptly swam out over the pool turned right,
passed through a 1-meter wide but low window and carried on swimming in large ongoing
passage. By now Jon was struggling out of his cylinders and harness and following Laura
across the lake, and on into a large rift passage shouting and screaming as he went. Andy
and I sat down on a large flowstone formation and just grinned at each other while we
watched Laura and Jon disappear into the distance. 

In our rush through the cave to find another sump we passed a large inlet passage on the left
and then finally reached the real Sump 6 after another 200 metres. Jon's kit was yet again
recovered and taken down to the sump. Jon then prepared his equipment and dived.

Jon Beal
Leading off from Boing Lake, Laura and myself charged off down a narrow muddy rift, leav-
ing Mike and Andy looking at a large side passage. The excitement was rising as I headed off
into new passage, splashing through the foot deep water. We turned a sharp right hand cor-
ner and the roof lowered with the water flowing over a beautiful stal floor into the 15-meter
long sump pool ahead. This just doesn't get any better, I thought! Wading out in waist deep
water, I saw a deep blue void across the floor, probing it with a dive light revealed a vertical
shaft dropping away, a floor just visible below me. Mike and Andy had caught us up by then
so it was back to the lake to collect my dive gear so I could have the first look.

After somewhat nervously kitting up and double-checking everything I floated out into the
pool, the dive line spooling off a fully loaded reel. I dropped down the shaft, reaching the floor
at 6 metrws down; with the passage turning hard left I belayed the line and looked along a 3-
meter high, 5-metre wide passage, as clear as my light could penetrate. 

Looking for suitable belays I laid out 55 metres of line, rising to surface in a small chamber
with two small canals heading off. Thinking the way on lay under me I submerged and fol-
lowed one of the canals in a large underwater section for another 15 metres before again sur-
facing to find another two small canals. It would seem that the water flows into several small
passages and with my heart beating like a drum and feeling very alone I thought it best to
make a hasty retreat. Although we plan to return to check the canals, the experience of lay-
ing new line in a virgin sump is one that I will remember forever.

The story continues in part 2....
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Mendip Exploration

Swildon’s Hole

‘Tumbledown’, as once you may have done easily! It used to be an interesting climb with no
ledge at the top, now things are different the other side of sump 4. You’d have a job tumbling
down these days as a mound of spoil from the 12 metre dug tube almost allows you to walk
into the passage.

After spending, I think we worked it out to be about 3 months, in Swildons assisting Ali with
description trips for The Book,  Geoff Ballard, Nik Nak and Adrian Vanderplank have been dig-
ging.  Initially focused on ‘the rift’ in Swildon’s 7, a sporting dig not dissimilar to the game
K’plonk, although no straws just a 5ft crowbar, a little bang (actually a lot of bang coz we luv
it), and fast legs!

On a digging trip to 7 the team decided to stop on route, for “just an hour”, to look at
‘Tumbledown’ . Our busy caving schedules means that digging trips are not that frequent yet
after a few months, much laughter, several passage size boulders, an impromptu smoke test,
a foot pump and hose pipe - “does it draft, I’ll say so!” (incidentally do you know how much it
costs to feed a Buggie?),  we are 12 metres nearer conclusion. 

Believed to be a continuation of Jubilee Avenue, this phreatic tube has been intersected by
the Swildons 5 streamway.  One of the many speculations is that we will connect into Cow’sh
Aven, thus providing a sporting ‘long round trip’ for non divers (sorry – sump monkeys to use
the correct reference) via PGS. Other possibilities include a sump 4 bypass, or access to the
fabled ‘parallel streamway’ only time will tell.

Geoff Ballard

Templeton, Still going Down.

Digging continues at Templeton, and we now have a fourth platform at -110ft.  A new winch
cable has been fitted, and with the extension cable, we can now load from this platform.  The
bottom of the dig, currently in clean rocks, as about ten feet below this point.  The Monday
night team can remove five skips of spoil, although this means much running up and down
ladders, a wearying occupation.  With someone permanently manning the winch, a skip can
be raised emptied and lowered in about 12 minutes, which is about the same as it takes to fill
it.  The repositioned electric lights illuminate the bottom very well, and cast atmospheric shad-
ows on the sides of the shaft.  The winch man is controlled from below by radio, but he can
observe the cable changeover with the aid of CCTV.

The rift at the north end continues downwards, although the gap just in front of it is narrowing
significantly.  The rift itself is a rock dispenser - full of loose stone, (including some impressive
pieces of flowstone), for every rock that is removed, another falls to take its place.  Attempts
to clear this rock resulted in a massive fall from the roof, so we are slowly and carefully
cementing in a 'bridge' to seal what lies above from where we want to dig below.  The rift itself
appears to widen as it goes in, and the optimistic report a draught.  

The floor of the 'pot' at the south end is currently six feet above the bottom of the dig, and
composed of hard mud and large rocks.  The narrow rift leading to it has now widened at
depth, allowing access, so slowly we are levering the spoil out, and reducing the level.  At this
point, there is no sign of any imminent change in the character of the dig, except a tendency
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Library Additions
as of 4th August 2005 Phil Hendy

Axbridge Caving Club Journal.  (Apr 05)  (Templeton, Mining on Shute Shelve Hill, search
for the Lost Cave of Axbridge.  LED caplamp conversion)
Bristol Exploration Club.  Belfry Bulletin.  54, 1 (521) (Spr. 05) (Loxton Sand Quarry 

caves)
54, 2 (522) (Summer 05) (Rose Cottage 

Dig, Eastwater - Morton's Pot)
Cave Diving Group N/L 155, 156 (Apr, Jul 05)
Chelsea Speleological Society N/L. 47, 4,56,  (Apr, May Jun 05)
CSCC Handbook and Access Guide (2005)
Craven Pothole Club.  Record.  No. 78, 79 (Apr, Jul 05)
Croydon Caving Club N/L 'Pelobates'  83 (2004), 84 (Mar 05)
Descent 184 (Jun/Jul 05)
Grampian Speleological Group.  Bulletin  4th series Vol 2 No. 3 (Mar 05)
Mendip Caving Group.  N/L. 322, 323, 324, 325 (Sep 04 - Jan 05)
Mendip Nature Research Committee N/L 104, 105 (Spr., Summer 05)
NSS News 63, 3, 4, 5, 6 (Mar - Jun 05)
Journal of Cave & Karst Studies 67, 1 (Apr 05) (Archaeology of Kent's 

Cavern)
New Electronics 37, 9 (11-5-04) (Article on Heyphone. 16-18, also cartoon p. 14)
Norsk Grotteblad (Norway) 43 (Nov 04), 44 (May 05)
Regards (Belgium) No. 59,60,  (Mar-Apr, May-Jun 05)
Shepton Mallet Caving Club.  Journal  Series 11 No. 5 (Spr 2004) (Slovakia, Hungary,
Quatar, Iceland. Surveys: Rushy Ground Swallet, Dolebury Levvy)
SUI / Irish CRO 'Underground' 63, 64 (Spr. Summer 05)
Vulcania - Revista de Espeleologia del Archipielago Canario. Nos. 2 - 6 (1998 - 2003)
Westminster S.G. N/L 2005/2 (Apr. 05)
White Rose Pothole Club.  N/L 24, 1 (Mar 05)

Catalogo Espeleologico de Tenerife (1995). (Donated by A.L. Concepcion [author]). 
(Catalogue of caves, descriptions, surveys and photos)

Wartime Graffiti in Ridge Mine (Photo album, by Garth Weston)

to get narrower.

Examination of some of the fill suggests that the rift was filled in Triassic times by a mixture
of rocks.  There is some haematite, a little ochre, and many stones are covered with a thin
layer of black manganese oxide.  We have also identified a yellow sandstone with small fos-
sil marine molluscs.  This may be a partly metamorphosed limestone.  A piece of white non-
calcareous rock was found, possibly a mudstone or siltstone.

Enthusiasm remains high, and digging continues twice a week, with Dave Morrison and Jim
Young welding rails and platforms at the weekends.  There was a very high turnout for the
barbecue in June, all the regular diggers and most of the itinerants enjoying a balmy summer
evening, with a tourist trip for guests.  We have dug about 12m in the last year, and at current
rates will exceed that in the next twelve months (unless of course, there is a breakthrough).

Phil Hendy
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22.4.05 Box Stone Mines
Weston Bros
Obscure area "unspoilt by man". Doesn't it all look the same - we don't know where we are!
Later visited Ridge Mine to check that it's now closed. It is; one of the huge blocks of stone
has been moved to close the entrance gap. Even Alison would now find difficulty.

4.5.05 Stoke Lane 3 & 4
Clive Westlake & Chris Grosart
Trip to dive Sump 2 & explore the passages beyond. Very impressive streamway for a time.
We spent a while looking for some reported cave pearls but we drew a blank. It wasn't until
the return journey, that CG spotted some sparkly bits twinkling away above & to the right.
We scrambled up some boulders to find a mighty impressive stal' flow about 5m high, &
very pretty. Got a feeling there might be a photographic trip coming on…..

7.5.05 Shatter & Withyhill Caves
Phil H & Gavin Newman
On a film location trip into both caves. Unfortunately both caves are unsuitable for what
Gavin needs (panning round large clusters of straws). So he'll be off to boring old DYO!
Withyhill very muddy in the entrance part, flood debris about 8' up below Broken Curtain
Chamber.

13.5.05 Dan yr Ogof
Clive Westlake, Chris Grosart & Jim Lister
Should have known better than to dive on Friday 13th! Attempted 15m sump to connect
with Battle of Britain Series & also to bolt a climb to top out in a dig. However, the sump had
chewed the line & spat it out so that it was a big tangled mess. Aborted mission with the
aim of coming back & re-lining it. And the café was shut!!

14.5.05 Pant Mawr Pot
Chris Grosart & Clive Westlake
CG finally got her chance to do this fine trip. Laddered the entrance & set off on a very
pleasant journey to the sump, stopping on the way back to photograph the very impressive
helactites.

16.5.05 Priddy Green Sink Rescue
Call-out for Cardiff student who fell 20' in PGS. Good turnout. After his injured knee was
splinted he was able to get out via the sumps. SMCC party bailed the Mud Sump dry. Good
progress was made with the rescue team overtaking a novice group in the streamway.
Stretcher not needed. Heyphone worked well at Sump 1 but not at Barnes' Loop. (Probably
due to the fact that the surface Heyphone was on the Green & not in the field above
Barnes' Loop. Log Ed.) Student taken to hospital with broken kneecap. (He attended the
BCRC Conference at Eastwater at the beginning of July. He had made a good recovery in
spite of breaking his kneecap in 3 places. Log Ed.)

17.5.05 Swildon's
Not So Big Stu, Ros Fielder & Gordon Kaye
Précised Version
After threatening to do a solo trip to the 20' Ros & Gordon were persuaded to do a Short
Round Trip. The 'going' was good - Tratman's, Mud Sump (no bailing thanks to the rescue
yesterday), Greasy Chimney, then the Troubles - no problems - what troubles? Then - 'drum

Extracts from the Upper Pitts Logbook
Brian Prewer
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roll' - Birthday Squeeze. "Christ", I thought as Gordon took off his oversuit & shivered
through. "Your turn", said Ros. Off came the oversuit & I tried - pushed, heaved - no go. So
off came the furry, down to the swimming trunks. Pushed & heaved - stopped for breath/rest
- try again. I was not going all the way back. Could have done with a squirt of washing-up
liquid. Then funny noise like a sink plunger - "Plop" - I was out. On Cloud 9. Then, initially,
after we missed the Landing we were down the slide like young kids in a playground -
Sump 1 & out. Thanks Ros & Gordon.

5.6.05 Swildon's
Mac, Dave M, Mark H & Biff
Trip to North West Stream Passage. Wet Ear Squeeze stank & had monsters in it, or so I
convinced myself. Bad air from top of the Landing.

11.6.05 Wookey Hole - Edmunds Rift
Jon Williams, Jon Beal, Mike Thomas, Andy Judd +1
Platform in Edmunds Rift completed & Mike T started up the wall. Five bolts were placed, to
reach the top of the Ramp of Masada. The diver was running out of steam so the next sec-
tion, the Traverse of the Vet was left alone & a return for home followed.

18.6.05 Wookey Hole - Edmunds Rift
Malc Foyle & Mike Thomas
Returning to the top of the fixed rope at the start of the Traverse of the Vet Malc took the
sharp end & crossed the exposed traverse with ease & then arsed around in difficult condi-
tions trying to place a bolt! This done & the fixed rope re-rigged Mike crossed & joined Malc
on another small ledge. A further 3m of upward progress was made over rotten rock before
a final bolt was placed & the divers returned to base. One more trip should see us at the
top.

17 to 19.6.05 Forest 2005
Splendid weekend of talks, videos, slideshows & caving trips interspersed by food & beer at
suitable intervals. The Forest cavers provided everything (including weather that was almost
too hot).at a very cheap price & gave us a great welcome. Miss Grace's Lane should be vis-
ited by all diggers who are depressed with their current dig - it shows what's possible with
determination.
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17.6.05 Waterwheel Swallet
Kathy Williams & Ann VdP
A nice Friday afternoon bimble to the head of the pitch. The longer duck on the way down
was unexpectedly 'duck-like' with the new mechanical bung filling it to the top of the dam &
forcing us onto our backs for some semi-ceiling sucking. This is no longer a furry trip! We
stopped at the head of the pitch where we discovered that both our ladder & lifeline would
fall somewhat short of the bottom. So we made a fairly swift exit through the ducks; now
drained. (Don't worry we put the bungs securely back in place).

19.6.05 Manor Farm
Big Stu (no so big), Ann VdP
Wonderfully tackled. Once down with an extra ladder & line for the rift we trogged to the
bottom of the rift. With occasional whimpering from me (A VdP) at forgotten drops where
that 'just in case' bit of tat came in useful. Other noises along the lines of, "I don't think I can
fit", coming from the slimline, Not so Big Stu whose self-impression is yet to fully adjust to
his smaller size. However, he did fit all the way to the rift at the bottom. Failing in our
attempts to locate the way on we proceeded out gently wheezing.

30.6.05 Holly Bush Mine
Weston Bros
Surveyed, photoed the mine near Chapel Plaister which closed approx 1902. This is a small
L-shaped mine with a partially filled slope-shaft.

8.7.05 Gough's Cave
Mike Thomas, Jon Beal, Jon Williams, Malc Foyle,
Russell Brookes & Chris Castle
Aim to produce a line survey beyond the upstream sumps. This trip was to survey from the
entrance through the show cave & up into Makin Progress then down to Lloyd Hall.

9.7.05 Wookey Hole -Edmunds Rift
Malc Foyle, Mike Thomas, Jon Beal, Jon Williams & Geoff Ballard
Malc & Mike back to the high point, then Malc took the lead for a few metres up, followed
by a few metres back down to the belay. After a brief chat Mike then took the lead & after
an interesting 8 to 10m climb up the rift the top was reached with a rather a lot of relief.
Bolts were placed & then we re-rigged on the way down. Jon Beal came up to aid in the
climbing & rigging & Jon & Geoff dived to Edmunds to have a look at the high level antics.
Next time Geoff you're up!

10.7.05 Wookey Hole - Edmunds Rift
Mike Thomas & Jon Beal
Both divers to top of rope in Edmunds. Jon impressed with the climb but not the passage at
the top! Mike then to the end of Beyond the Thumderdrome to look at the digs. Most inter-
esting!

16.7.05 Gough's Cave
Mike Thomas, Jon Williams, Jon Beal & Clive Westlake
With help from Malc Foyle, Chris Binding, Kathy Williams & Ann VdP all the kit was taken
into Lloyd Hall on Friday night. Divers into Bishop's Palace then Mike T into Sump 2 to work
on the Sump 2 Inlet again. Then a line survey of Bishop's Palace ensued followed by the
usual ball-ache of removing diving kit from the cave.
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Club Diary

September
3rd-4th Working Weekend
10th-11th Mendip Meet
23rd-25th Hidden Earth 2005

October 
8th-9th Yorkshire Meet.  Notts Potts & Rumbling Hole
15th October Club AGM / Dinner

November
5/6th Derbyshire, TSG

December
3/4th Yorkshire, Lost Johns, Boxhead, Deaths Head

For further details on any club meets contact Dave Meredith: melndave26@hotmail.com

Club Website

Our website now features a new calender feature which can be updated directly by Dave
Meredith. For the most up to date information on any club trips try the website first;

www.wessex-cave-club.org


